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I. CATALOGUE DESCRIPTION

A. Journalism 30A, B, C: Selected Topics in Journalism

B. One hour conference and two, three, or four hours per week of independent
work

C. 30A: one unit; 30B: two units; 30C: three units

D. Prerequisites: CIS 135A or Library Information Techcnology 57

E. Supervised individual research and study on topics and issues in the mass media.
The research could be an expansion of topics covered in introductory courses or
an exploration of new topics. The work must serve to further the knowledge of
the journalism student. Topics must be acceptable to both the student and the
instructor.

F. No field trips

G. Letter grade

H. Repeatability: one time if the content differs

II. COURSE OBJECTIVE

Upon completion of this course the student will be able to:

1. Analyze in detail a specific aspect of the mass media.

2. Explain and demonstrate a command of a mass media topic and/or issue.

3. Demonstrate on-line research skills.

4. Integrate understanding of a mass media topic and/or issue into the student's
future educational and vocational plans.

5. Compare and contrast findings with fellow mass media critics.

6. Contribute to an on going body of study on the mass media.

III. COURSE CONTENT

A. As an individualized study course, the student will meet with the supervisory
faculty member to establish:

I. Course objectives

2. Timetable for student/instructor conferences

3. Scope of the research

4. Grading policy

5. Research design

B. Instructional Content:



1. Explanation and discussion on the significance of mass media research.

2. Explanation and demonstration on how to design a mass media research project.

3. Presentation of resources available for a mass media research project.

4. Discussion with student on how to make research findings public.

5. Examination of existing case studies as a guide to individualized study.

IV. INSTRUCTIONAL METHODOLOGY

A. Methods

1. Weekly conferences to discuss concepts, strategies, and research techniques.

2. Periodic evaluations to assess the progress of the research.

3. Utilization of mass media research specialists in the Bay Area for added tips on achieving a
qualitative mass media research project.

4. Utilization of on-line resources to assist in research

B. Assignments

1. Written proposal on the scope of the project.

2. Critique of project with other students from the department

3. Presentation and analysis of first and second draft of research project.

4. Final draft of project for possible publication.

C. Evaluation

1. Completion of written assignments.

2. Participation in one-on-one discussions.

3. Quality of the research project.

D. Texts and other materials--development of bibliography of required and
suggested reading presented by the student within the first month of registering
for the class

V. CREDIT CLASSIFICATION

A. Credit! degree applicable
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